Instrument Mounts

Respiratory Equipment

**Features:**
- Equipment can easily be locked down or moved for security and convenience
- Improves patient safety and care
- Easily mounts to any rail system, boom, or headwall
- Improves workflow and accessibility
- Layout of room can be tailored based on the needs of the provider and patient
- Setup can be customized along the rail to accommodate multiple room configurations
- No assembly required
- 5 year standard warranty

**Mounting Options**
- **A** Amico Horizontal Rail Mount (Compatible with Amico and Modular)
- **V** Amico Vertical Rail Mount (Compatible with Amico and Modular)
- **F** Fairfield Rail Mount (push button optional)
- **E** DIN 25 mm Rail Mount (30 mm, 35 mm optional)
- **C** 1 ¼” (3.2 cm) Pole Mount
- **M** Monitor Rail Mount
- **D** Dovetail Rail Mount (Compatible with Ohmeda Rail)
- **G** Hill-Rom Vertical Rail Mount
- **S** HSI Mount-Vertical Rail Mount
- **W** Direct Wall Mount

Amico Accessories Instrument Mounts offer unique benefits to healthcare providers including flexibility, adaptability, productivity, aesthetics and ergonomics. Patient rooms can be re-configured quickly and easily in response to changing demographics, protocols or new regulations.

*Amico Accessories includes all the adapters required for the above rail systems*
Respiratory Accessories

Resuscitation Bag Holder
- Dual hook design provides an ideal space for most resuscitation bags
- Anodized and chrome finishes are optimal for easy cleaning

E-Cylinder Tank Holder
- Holds E-Cylinder tanks
- Available in a white powder coat finish
- Secure locking mechanism

Blender Bracket
- Anodized aluminium prevents scratches and slows down wear
- Compatible with all makers of O₂ Blenders

Supply Clips
- Ideal for holding single use packaged items
- Quick pull release

Humidifier Bracket
- Fisher & Paykel heated humidifier mount
- Bottom support for secure mounting

Tubing Clips
- Neatly organizes O₂ Cannulas and tubes
- Ideal use for Suction Canister tubing
- Useful for hoses, electrical, and nurse call cords

Please visit www.amico.com for all technical specifications, installation instructions, detailed AutoCAD drawings and more Respiratory Mounting Solutions.
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